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ABSTRACT 
 
It is proposed to conduct stress analysis of a thick walled cylinder near the radial hole on the surface. The literature 

indicated that there will be a ductile fracture occurring in such cases. The radial holes cannot be avoided due to 

various piping attachments. Hence the stress analysis of cylinder and its ultimate failure under internal pressure 

beyond elastic limit is an appropriate scenario. The plastic zone appearing region near internal surface of cylinder 

propagates more fastly along hole side. When cylinder is unloaded it will cause reverse plasticity. Therefore it is 

proposed to obtain numerical solution using Finite Element analysis of cylindrical segment to obtain the radial & 

hoop stress distribution by including elastoplastic conditions. The analysis is conducted by using commercial solvers 

ANSYS. The results are presented in form of graphs and tables.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 
Thick walled cylinders are widely used in chemical, petroleum, military industries as well as in nuclear power plants 

.They are usually subjected to high pressures & temperatures which may be constant or cycling. Industrial problems 

often witness ductile fracture of materials due to some discontinuity in geometry or material characteristics the 

conventional elastic analysis of thick walled cylinders to final radial & hoop stresses is applicable for the internal 

pressures upto yield strength of material. But the industrial cylinders often undergo pressure about yield strength of 

material. Hence a precise elastic-plastic analysis accounting all the properties of material is needed in order to make 

a full use of load carrying capacity of the material & ensure safety w.r.t strength of cylinders. 

The stress is directly proportional to strain upto yield point. Beyond elastic point, particularly in thick walled 

cylinders, there comes a phase in which partly material is elastic and partly it is plastic. 

 

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING: 

 This chapter gives mathematical relations for stresses & internal pressure during elastic & elastic-plastic 

deformation.  

2.1 PRESSURE LIMITS OF THICK WALLED CYLINDERS 

                                                          

                                                            Fig 2.1.1Two dimensional stresses and strains 
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Plane stress state of any material is the case where the stresses are two dimensional. It can be defined as 

state of stress in which normal stress, shear stresses τxz and τyz, directed perpendicular to assumed X-Y plane are 

zero. The plane stress case is one of the simplest methods to study continuum structures.  

 

Plane strain is defined as state of strain in which strain normal to X-Y plane, and shear strain τxz, τyz are 

zero. In plain strain case one deals with a situation in which dimension of the structure in one direction is very large 

as compared to other two directions. The applied forces act in X-Y plane and do not effectively act in Z direction. 

Our present work is of same case. 

For any thick walled axially symmetric, having plain stress state has the following equations for stress 

distributions across the thickness derived from lame’s equations: 

                                                      
Fig 2.1.2 Cylinder under internal pressure 

In general thick walled cylinders are subjected to internal pressure, as shown in Fig 2.1.2, which cause 

radial and hoop stress distributions across the thickness. There exist a set of equations which give us relationship 

between internal pressure and stresses developed, which are in turn derived from lame’s equations of thick cylinder. 

 

2.2 ELASTIC STATE: 
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Where   = stress in circumferential direction (MPa, psi) 

The stress in tangential direction at a point in the tube or cylinder wall can be expressed as: 
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Where σr = Radial stress in tangential direction. 

 

Where σeq = equivalent stress. 

ELASTIC-PLASTIC STATE: 
The governing equations in formulating stress for elastic-plastic region have been derived by considering power-law 

hardening model, strain gradient(modified von mises ) for axi-symmetric problem . 

 
 

 
Where σy is the yield strength of material and  Pi is the internal pressure applied. Here main assumption in that 

external applied pressure/load is zero.    
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2.3 CYLINDERS WITH RADIAL HOLES: 
The elastic hoop stress concentration factor is defined as the ratio of maximum principal stress & lame’s 

hoop stress on the inside surface of the pressurized cylinder 

 
For the cylinder with wall ratio k=1/β & internal pressure p, the reference stress is 

 

 
SCF is a measure of relative influence of cross hole & may be used to define the peak loads for cyclic loading.  

SCF= Actual stresses (with holes) / theoretical stresses (without holes). 

 

III DESIGN OF THICK WALLED CYLINDER: 

The design of thick walled cylinder is done with using solid edge software ST4 

Solid Edge is a 3D CAD history based, parametric feature and synchronous technology solid modeling 

software. It runs on Microsoft and provides solid modeling, assembly modeling and drafting functionality for 

mechanical engineers, designers and drafters. Through third party applications it has links to many other Product 

Lifecycle Management (PLM) technologies. 

Originally developed and released by Intergraph in 1996 using the ACIS geometric modeling kernel it later 

changed to using theParasolid kernel. In 1998 it was purchased and further developed by UGS Corp (the purchase 

date corresponds to the kernel swap). 

In 2007, UGS was acquired by the Automation & Drives Division of Siemens AG. UGS company was 

renamed Siemens PLM Software on October 1, 2007. Since Sep 2006 Siemens also offers a free 2D version called 

Solid Edge 2D Drafting. 

3.1 MODELING: 

Ordered 

The ordered modeling process begins with a base feature controlled by a 2D sketch, which is either a linear, 

revolved, lofted, or swept extrusion. Each subsequent feature is built on the previous feature. When editing, the 

model is "rolled back" to the point where the feature was created so that the user cannot try to apply constraints to 

geometry that does not yet exist. The drawback is that the user does not see how the edit will interact with the 

subsequent features. This is typically called "history" or "regeneration based" modeling. In both ordered and 

synchronous mode Solid Edge offers very powerful, easy yet stable modeling in hybrid surface/solid mode, where 

"Rapid Blue" technology helps the user to create complex shapes in an intuitive and easy way. 

Direct 

The Direct modeling features allows the user to change model geometry/topology without being hindered 

by a native model's existing—or an imported model's lack of—parametric and/or history data. This is particularly 

useful for working with imported models or complex native models. Direct modeling features are available in both 

Ordered and Synchronous mode. If used in the Ordered mode, the direct modeling edits are appended to the history 

tree at the point of current rollback just like any other ordered feature. 

Synchronous 

The software combines direct modeling with dimension driven design (features and synchronously solving 

parametric under the name "Synchronous Technology". Parametric relationships can be applied directly to the solid 

features without having to depend on 2D sketch geometry, and common parametric relationships are applied 

automatically.Unlike other direct modeling systems, it is not driven by the typical history-based modeling system, 

instead providing parametric dimension-driven modeling by synchronizing geometry, parameters and rules using a 

decision-making engine, allowing users to apply unpredicted changes. This object-driven editing model is known as 

the Object Action Interface, which emphasizes a User Interface that provides Direct Manipulation of objects 

(DMUI). ST2 added support for sheet metal designing, and also recognizing bends, folds and other features of 

imported sheet metal parts.Synchronous Technology has been integrated into Solid Edge and another Siemens 

commercial CAD software, NX, as an application layer built on the D-Cubed and Parasolidsoftware components. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer-aided_design
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parametric_feature_based_modeler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid_modeling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid_modeling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assembly_modelling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technical_drawing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_Lifecycle_Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_Lifecycle_Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_Lifecycle_Management
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intergraph
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ACIS
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometric_modeling_kernel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasolid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UGS_Corp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siemens_AG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siemens_PLM_Software
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid_Edge#Direct_modeling
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parametric_feature_based_modeler
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parametric_feature_based_modeler#Parametric_Solid_modeling_CAD
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object_Action_Interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheet_metal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NX_(Unigraphics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=D-Cubed&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasolid
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3.2 THEGEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES CONSIDERED  

   In the thick-walled cylinder problem, generally ductile materials are used heavily for industrial purpose. The main 

reason being, ability to withstand higher internal pressures loads. Hence their ductile fracrure study is an interesting 

work. A thick walled pressure vessel which is used in a nuclear plant and manufactured by L&T is selected for 

present study. 

Consider various properties of the thick walled pressure vessel are follows: 

Internal radius  ri=400mm, External radius  ro=500mm, Thickness    t =100mm , Internal pressure   pi=70Mpa 

External pressure  po=0 Mpa, Length  L=2000mm 

3.3 ASSUMPTIONS: 
    Geometrically the entire cylinder is uniform (across the cross section also), material is isotropic in nature.  

      Entire analysis work has been done assuming /neglecting thermal effects.  

      For the cylinder with holes case, the hole is a radial cross bore of dimension is chosen. 

 

3.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES: 
 The following material properties are chosen   

 Steel structure (ASTM –A36 STEEL) Young's modulus   E = 200Gpa Yield strength σy =600 Mpa 

 Poisson’s ratio μ = 0.33 

 The main criteria for failure chosen are maximum strain energy criterion or von misses failure criteria. It says that 

the     

 material will fail when the equivalent stress exceeds the yield point limit. 

 It says that the material will fail when the equivalent stress exceeds the yield point limit.  

 Foran axi-symmetric problem there are no shear forces. Hence hoop, longitudinal and radial stresses are the 

principal stresses.  

DESIGN OF THICK WALLED CYLINDER  

      Commands used for designing thick walled cylinder are 

      1.  Reference plane selection 2.  Circle 3.   Extrude   4.   Cut   5.   Dimension style 

THICK WALLED CYLINDER WITH HOLE 

                
                   Fig  3.1.1 Design of uniform cylinder                                       Fig.3.1.2 Design of  cylinder with hole 
 

IV ANALYSIS OF THICK WALLED CYLINDERS: 

4.1 ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL IN ANSYS WORKBENCH: 
            The analysis is carried out in ANSYS 14.0 workbench by importing the file saved in SOLID EDGE ST4. 

The steps that are followed are given below which include all the conditions and values for the problem statement. 

4.2 APPLYING LOAD AND CHECKING OF MESH:  
After entering into workbench we will get a window and it shows a welcome note and on the left side we 

will have tool box where we have analysis systems, component systems, custom systems, design exploration. From 

the analysis system we have to select the type of analysis. By double-clicking the type of analysis a window will 

appear in project schematic.  

      The procedure to be followed to obtain the results is shown below: 

 From the above shown window right click on geometry, a list will be appeared and from that select import. 

Import the required geometry. 

Geometry > Import > Assembly.igs. After giving the geometry a tick will be appeared in green color. It 

shows us that the step was completed successfully. 
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 Now, after completion of the above step we will proceed to the next step which is model. In that step we 

will update the geometry. After successfully updating a green tick mark will be appeared.  

  Model>Update>Mesh 

                                            
                                       Fig 4.2  Mesh generation of Uniform Cylinder 

 Now after meshing was done successfully we will enter into analysis phase. 

 Now before starting to apply pressure we have to fix on support in all degrees of freedom.  

4.3 ANALYSIS OF UNIFORM CYLINDERS  
           Cylinder is then subjected to an internal pressure varying gradually (increased in steps) and corresponding 

maximum von mises stress values are noted from the analysis results. The iterative procedure is continued till the 

von mises stress reaches near about yield strength values. While modeling and carrying analysis in SOLID EDGE 

ST4 and  

ANSYS WORKBENCH 14.0.  

The assumptions are made:  

        1. Cylinder without end-caps, subjected to internal pressure.   2. Material is perfectly elastic.  

        3. Default tetrahedral mesh gives enough accuracy. 

The internal pressure at the inner surface is applied from a starting value of 10 Mpa & slowly is 

incremented in steps of 81.43 Mpa. In each case the corresponding maximum equivalent stress is tabulated as 

depicted in Table.The below observations show a linear relationship, confirming elastic behavior as predicted by 

theory. Corresponding to the value of pressure which initiates the plasticity inside bore, it is observed that the 

maximum stress induced approaches the yield value.  

   PRESSURE(Mpa)      STRESS(Mpa) 
10  51.39  

30  154.9  

50  256.98  

70  359.78  

 80  411.17  

81.43  418.37  

Table No 4.3 Von Mises Stress of Uniform Cylinder 

 VON MISES STRESS DISTRIBUTION OF UNIFORM CYLINDER 

                                 

                                                  Fig 4.3.2 Analysis uniform cylinder 

4.4  ELASTIC ANALYSIS OF THICK WALLED CYLINDER WITH A RADIAL HOLE: 
As this is again the elastic analysis, expected relationship between pressure and stress should be the same. Now only 

slope of graph will change as the pressures required to attain maximum stresses are lower. The internal pressure is 
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varied & corresponding equivalent stresses are measured. It is observed that equivalent stress is equal to yield value 

of material occurs comparably at lower pressures. The stress variation with pressure for with & without holes within 

elastic limits. 

 

Pressure Stress In Cyinder With 

Hole(Mpa) 

Stress  In Cylinder Without 

Hole(Mpa) 

Stress concentration 

factor(scf) 

       10 81.3  51.39  1.582  

       30 243.9  154.9  1.574  

       50 406.9  256.98  1.581  

       70 569.1  359.78  1.581  

       80 650.4  411.17  1.65  

    81.43 735.5  418.37  1.75  

Table No 4.4. Stress Concentration Factor 

VON MISES STRESS DISTRIBUSTION OF CYLINDER WITH HOLE 

                                          
                                                      Fig 4.4.1 Analysis of cylinder with hole 

Shows the variation of stress concentration factor with pressure 

           
              Graph 4.4.2 Sfc Vs Internal Pressure                              Graph 4.4.3Equivalent Stress Vs Internal Pressure 

      In pressurized cylinders there may be multiple no. of holes leading to drastic reduction in elastic limit. There are 

some numerical codes available to estimate the stress concentration factors & corresponding maximum stresses 

induced at the inner bore surface.  

4.5  ELASTOPLASTIC ANALYSIS OF CYLINDER WITH RADIAL HOLE: 
            The analysis is carried out in Finite Element Method using ANSYS. A cylindrical segment is loaded by 

internal pressure on the internal surface and along the radial hole. A triangular three dimensional element is 

employed to mesh the segment. The three surfaces were applied with symmetry boundary conditions an axial thrust 

is applied simulates reactions of cylinder heads. Pressure is varied slightly & corresponding stress distribution along 

the hole surface It is observed that unlike uniform cylinder the higher stresses are noticed at the same pressure 

values. It is observed that in plastic zone ( 81-87 MPA) the equivalent(von Misses) stress decreases and becomes 

constant. This behavior complies that of ductile behavior of steel  
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                                                            Graph 4.5.1 Equivalent Stress Vs Internal Pressure  

V CONCLUSION: 

An attempt has been made to know the load capacity of a cylinder with radial holes. The work is organized under 

elastic & elastic-plastic analysis. Classical book work formulas have been employed to obtain the stress distribution 

in cylinder without holes subjected to internal pressure. Being a new problem the elastoplastic analysis of cylinders 

with radial hole, there were no theoretical relations. Based on available finite element models, three dimensional 

analysis has been carried out to predict the actual stress behavior along the cylinder wall especially at the cylinder 

bore. SOLIDEDGE & ANSYS software have been used as per requirements.  
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